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OVERVIEW OF THE COLLECTION

Author: Allan Cannon

Title: Allan Cannon World War II Scrapbooks Collection

Date: 1941 – 1946

Abstract: Correspondence, newspaper clippings, and printed material related to.

Quantity: .3 cu.ft.

Location: E19/11/4

BIOGRAPHY OF ALLAN CANNON

Allan Cannon is the author of this collection. The boy was ten years old when he began the first scrapbook on January 1st, 1942. He lived in Crooksville, Ohio.

SCOPE AND CONTENTS OF THE COLLECTION

The Collection covers the years 1941 – 1945. The majority of the material are newspaper clippings related to WWII events, like Columbus Star (January 17, 1942), one issue of the Look magazine (October 29, 1946 – tenth anniversary issue and article from Life magazine (December 14, 1942). This collection is represented by three scrapbooks divided by topics. First one is connected with the Pearl Harbor. The second one is connected with the overview of WWII events beginning from 1941 on the eve of 1942. The third one is connected with the final stage of WWII – Victory over Nazi Germany (8 May, 1945). It begins with materials on the Allies landing in Normandy, June 6th, 1944 and liberation of Europe from Nazis, and ends with information on Nuremberg process.
ORGANIZATION OF THE COLLECTION

These records are organized into the following series:

N/A

Abbreviations within content list:

WWII - World War two

RELATED MATERIALS

Second World War

Athens County War Loan Scrapbooks (#209)
Allan Cannon Collection (#284) [World War II Scrapbooks]
Iris Carpenter Manuscript (#147) [WWII correspondent]
Richard E. Cole (#191) [Doolittle’s Raiders -- WWII]
William H. Culver Diary (#210) [WWII D-Day]
Hugh H. Davis Collection (#121) [WWII military intelligence & class. texts]
William Diles Collection (#281) [World War II]
Walter Ervin Collection (#144) [WWII POW]
Hans Flaechsner Collection (#125) [defense atty. of Albert Speer]
Marcius P. Garafalo Collection (#208) [WWII -- Pacific]
George Hebenstreit (#187) [WWII film cameraman]
OMAHA Beach Maps (#293) [World War II Normandy Invasion]
Cornelius Ryan Collection of World War II Papers (#20) [author]
Rybarczyk / Fisher Letters (#190) [World War II letters]
Spanish Civil War, World War II, and Cold War Bubblegum Cards (#186)
Ann Stringer Collection (#13) [WWII correspondent]
World War II Era Films (#274)
World War II News Maps (#204)

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
Restrictions: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Ohio University Libraries.

Preferred Citation: Researchers are requested to cite the collection name, collection number, and the Ohio University Libraries, in all footnotes and bibliographical references.

Provenance: The Ohio University Archives received the collection on an unknown date.

Property Rights: Ohio University retains all property rights to the collection.

Copyrights: Ohio University retains all copyrights unless retained by the donor, other correspondents, or other artists.

Photoduplication: Ohio University will entertain requests to photocopy reasonable amounts of material from the collection for the convenience of individual researchers.

Processing: Anna Gabritchidze

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLECTION

The Collection covers the years 1941 - 1945. The majority of the materials are newspaper and magazine clippings related to major WWII events.

This collection is represented by three scrapbooks divided by topics.

The first one is connected with the Pearl Harbor. The second one is connected with the overview of WWII events beginning from 1941 on the eve of 1942. The third one is connected with the final stage of WWII - Victory over Nazi Germany (8 May, 1945). It begins with materials on Allies landing in Normandy, June 6th, 1944 and liberation of Europe from Nazis, and ends with information on Nuremberg process.

It is evident that the author planned to find materials for the forth one (Volume II) and even gave a title to it: US vs Japan), but was unable to finish it.

Note to Researchers: To request materials, please note both the location and box numbers shown below.

CONTAINER LIST
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box/Folder</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Scrapbooks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>